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IntroToGraphCalc
Announcing the Release of a Video Tutorial iTunes Application

HOUSTON, TX. (October 6, 2010) - Relentless Entertainment launches its first 
educational iPhone app  - “IntroToGraphCalc”.  Sean Blaze Multi-Platinum Music 
Producer for 50 Cent and Chamillionaire, produced the Introduction to the Graphing 
Calculator mobile video tutorial solution designed to illustrate entry level techniques as 
well as mastery level calculations.  Students at all levels and professionals will enhance 
their skills and become expert users of the TI-83 or TI-84 Graphing Calculator.

The video tutorials are presented by Roderick V. James PhD. EE, Adjunct Professor at 
Houston Community College.  Dr. James has been involved with education for the past 
ten years.  His past teaching experience at the Keller Graduate School of Management 
at DeVry University  included the duties of Curriculum Manager for Project Management.  
Currently, Dr. James teaches a range of courses including Basic Math, College Algebra, 
Trigonometry, Pre-Calculus and Calculus.  “These video tutorial courses provide a way 
for students to compliment their classroom experience.  One could complete this course 
during a break between classes.” said Dr. James.  He continues, “The videos also 
provide the busy professional with a quick reference to a particular topic.”

During the comprehensive 45 minute tutorial, students of this course will learn how to 
enter calculations using the order of operation, how to enter the irrational number pi, 
how to use the trigonometric functions sin cosine and tangent, how to enter powers 
greater than 2, and much more.  Many students own these devices and we have found 
that many  of them do not know how to take full advantage of their functions.  Here we 
provide that knowledge and useful techniques to assist them with their work.

Compatible on the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch, the “IntroToGraphCalc” application is 
available worldwide on the iTunes App Store for a limited time at the price of $1.99.  
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